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Maintenance and minor 			
development requirements

Heritage information series

This fact sheet explains
outlines the
the legislative
types of maintenance
framework for
anditems
minor
and
development
areas of
heritage
which
Council may authorise without a development application and the
requirements and process for undertaking these works.
Scope of maintenance and minor development
Routine maintenance and repairs are encouraged for heritage items and all
properties within conservation areas and generally do not require development
consent from Council where the works are minor in nature and would not
adversely affect the heritage significance of the item or conservation area, as
prescribed by the applicable LEP under clause 5.10(3).
With regard to heritage items and conservation areas the LEP defines
“maintenance” as:

Maintenance, in relation to a heritage item, Aboriginal object or Aboriginal place
of heritage significance, or a building, work, archaeological site, tree or place
within a heritage conservation area, means ongoing protective care, but does
not include the removal or disturbance of existing fabric, alterations (such as
carrying out extensions or additions) or the introduction of new materials or
technology.

Painting of the Tyalgum General Store, Tyalgum
was considered to be minor work

Fact Sheet 4 - When Do I Need a Development
Application? outlines the different types
of development and when a development
application may or may not be required.

Minor development is development, which normally requires development
consent but is considered to be “minor or maintenance” under Clause 5.10(3) of
the LEP. Minor works do not have an impact on the heritage significance of the
place and therefore, don’t require consent.
The written authorisation of Council confirming the works are
maintenance or minor is required prior to the commencement of these
works.

Minor works and maintenance objectives
•
•
•

P5

Traditional stepped flashings, roof vents, gutter moulds,
and rainwater heads should be preserved and restored 		
wherever possible during re-roofing. Lead was traditionally
used for flashings to both slate and tiled roofs and is the
best flashing material for these roofs.

P6

Appropriate profiles for new guttering are important, such
as ogee, half-round or quad styles as appropriate.

P7

Round down pipes common until the early 20th century
should be used where appropriate.

Encourage appropriate maintenance of heritage items.
To have a cautious approach to change, doing only what is
necessary.
Minimise the impact on the heritage significance.

Minor works and maintenance requirements
•
•
•

Do as much as necessary and as little as possible.
Replacement of materials must be done on a like for 		
like basis. The same material must be used when repairs
are made.
Reinstatement of original detail may be considered minor
work where the work is based upon research that shows a
known previous state and is not based upon conjecture.

Repairing and maintaining roofs
Repairing rather than replacing original roof materials is always
preferred. It is important to ensure that roof materials are compatible
with each other.

Fact Sheet 5A - Galvanised Steel or Colourbond Roofs
provides more detail on this subject.
Patterns of rusting on old corrugated roof and window hoods. Replacing

Because slate is such a durable material, most of the slates stripped
from a roof are likely to be reusable. However, it is common for at
least 10% of the slates to require replacement. To maintain the
appearance of the roof, the salvaged slates should be used on
external roof slopes visible from the ground, with new slates confined
to unseen slopes if possible. Each roof slope should have either all
old slates or all new, as a mixture of old and new on one slope rarely
looks good.

Repairing and maintaining original window hoods
P1

Repair window hoods rather than replace.

Maintenance principles

P2

The profile, detail and material of window hoods must be
retained if they are to be replaced.

P1

Original roof material should be repaired rather than 		
replaced wherever possible. However, if it is necessary to
replace it material should generally match type, size, colour,
shape and texture.

these roofs should be with like materials and sizes as modern materials
alter the appearance and can lead to corrosion.

Existing original window hoods are to be conserved.

Repairing and maintaining rendered walls
Maintenance principles
Render or stucco was often applied to external walls to protect them
from the elements. This type of surface should not be removed, as
softer porous bricks underneath the render will quickly deteriorate
without their protective barrier. External render was usually lime based
and was therefore absorbent. Applying modern cement renders over
traditional walls, however, can cause dramatic decay. Once in the wall,
moisture becomes trapped and the underlying soft brick and stone
can severely breakdown.

P2

When replacing roof sheeting the material must match the
existing material on a like for like basis. Sheet lengths 		
should also be matched..

P3

Original chimneys, cornices, eave details, brackets and 		
pediments should be preserved as an important part of
the composition of older buildings.

P4

When repairing or replacing corrugated iron roofing, small
P1.
details should be retained or attached to the original. Such
details include cutting of ridge and hip cappings to match
the iron flutes, which also make the roof more weather proof.

Cracked or damaged traditional render should be repaired
with a similar compatible render, not cemented or painted
over with modern materials.

Repairing and maintaining face brick or stonework
Maintenance principles
P1.

Face brick or stone should not be painted over. Buildings
with this treatment were designed specifically; often using
brick patterns or tuck pointing.

P2.

Modern paint systems tend to prevent the evaporation of
moisture from the surface. Unless moisture can evaporate
from the inside of the wall surface, the moisture 		
content of the wall will increase. In hot weather 		
moisture behind the paint film will increase and 		
cause blistering. As the surface layer of paint begins to 		
break down, further water penetration can lead to 		
increased dampness.

P3.

The application of waterproof coatings or varnishes should
be avoided as they can accelerate the deterioration of the
masonry by trapping moisture. Damage can occur when
water cannot escape the layers of salt built up below the
surface. Often the best solution for water penetration is
re-pointing.

Repairing and maintaining timber buildings and
structures
Timber buildings are some of the most characteristic features of the
Tweed rural landscape resulting from the early logging history of the
Tweed. Farm sheds, barns, stables and work sheds built by farmers
and settlers as well as community halls, hotels and churches built in
the 19th and early 20th century are a unique part of our settlement
heritage.
Timber buildings, however, are highly susceptible to decay. Termites,
borers, dry rot and fires are a major threat. Environmental factors
such as rain, wind and ultraviolet radiation can cause further
damage. Notwithstanding, timber construction is characteristic of
the early days of settlement of the Tweed and timber buildings are
encouraged to be appropriately maintained.
Maintenance Principles
P1.

Ensure the retention and repair of original structures, 		
timber walls, verandahs and feature details.

P2.

Repairs should retain as much of the original fabric as 		
possible and therefore keep the evidence of the building’s
history and significance with the minimum amount of 		
intervention. There are simple solutions that may 		
assist to prolong the life of timber buildings and structures,
including:
I.

III.
wire bracing to keep buildings square and to prevent
		further lean;
IV.
P3.

Keeping timber dry is important to reduce the risk of wood rot,
attack by borer and/or termites and swelling or cracking. It
is essential that roof drainage, guttering and stormwater
drains are maintained and operating effectively to ensure
surface water is drained away from timbers.

P4.

Coatings such as appropriate paint, varnish, wax and oil are
the principle means of controlling swelling as well as 		
protecting and enhancing timber.

External cleaning and paint removal
Lead is a health hazard. It is a highly toxic metal that was used for
many years in products found in and around our homes, including
paint. Lead may cause a range of health effects, from behavioural
problems and learning disabilities, to seizures and death.
Maintenance principles
P1.

Cleaning paint from stone or brick should not be undertaken
without expert advice.

P2.

Sandblasting or abrasive cleaning of masonry may remove
the outer masonry surface and increase deterioration of the
exposed surface. This can ruin and devalue the building.
Other less severe methods of cleaning can be utilised that
do not damage the substrate.

P3.

If you are removing paint, care must be undertaken to identify
lead hazard. Information and plans for lead management is
available on the Environmental Protection Authority website.

Mortar and re-pointing
Maintenance principles
Grey modern cement is invariably stronger with a different absorbency
level from the original brick or stone work. This causes evaporation
to occur in the stone or brick more easily than the mortar joint.
Deterioration and cracking of masonry may therefore occur quickly
following re-pointing in hard cement.
P1.

Re-pointing of masonry is often the key part of conservation
work on brick or stone buildings. It is important to ensure
that re-pointing is carried out properly using appropriate
materials and techniques.

P2.

Mortar was originally intended to encourage the evaporation
of moisture from the joints rather than masonry units. A
soft lime mortar with a rough texture and lower strength than
the surrounding masonry should be used for pointing work.

P3.

Grey Portland cement should not be used in buildings 		
where lime mortars are present. This is particularly 		
important in old buildings where there is no damp proofing
course.

maintaining painted surfaces in good condition;

II.
selective splicing of new beams to timber 		
		
posts where they’ve failed and are structurally
		important;

wiring loose elements in place when fragile.

Rising and falling damp

Restumping of buildings

Some masonry buildings suffer from rising and/or falling damp. This
can cause crumbling of exterior masonry, staining of internal finishes,
and cause musty smells in poorly ventilated rooms.

Maintenance principles
P1.

Timber stumps should be inspected for rot or termite 		
damage and concrete stumps should be inspected 		
for ‘concrete cancer’, the result of reinforcing bars rusting
and expanding causing concrete to crack away. Ant caps
should also be inspected to ensure they are intact. 		
Any breaching by termites can be found if mud galleries are
evident around the caps.

P2.

If new stumps are required, as a general rule they should
match the material and profile of the originals. For example,
round durability class 1 hardwood to replace round timber
stumps, reinforced square concrete to replace square 		
concrete posts.

P3.

If re-stumping requires removal of cladding for access, 		
original cladding should be reused where possible.

P4.

Re-stumping should not result in raising the level of the
building or item.

Rising damp can have a number of simple or complex causes.
Gutters and drains or sprinklers may be soaking and pooling on the
ground near a wall, concrete floors might be forcing water up a wall.
Maintenance principles
P1.

Before deciding how to fix the problem a number of 		
alternatives may be suitable including: improved sub-floor
ventilation, eliminating the water source and improving site
drainage, or as a last resort inserting a damp proof course
for severe cases.

P2.

Specialist advice is recommended to avoid large financial
outlays, which may not fix the problem.

Doors and windows
Original doors and windows contribute to the heritage significance of
a building. Retention of original doors and windows is essential.
Maintenance principles
P1.

Original external doors and windows should be retained
in their original configuration and dimensions; they must not
be enlarged or covered.

P2.

Timber windows must not be replaced with metal or other
material frames.

P3.

Timber was generally painted externally, not varnished. 		
Priming, undercoat and topcoat provides optimum 		
protection against weathering.

Painting colour schemes
Choosing the right type of paint will ensure protection of materials
and long term cost effective maintenance, for example oil based paint
allows timber to breathe whereas acrylic paints encapsulate timber in
an impervious film rather like cling film.
Maintenance principles
P1.

Painting in a colour scheme suited to the age of the building
can be well researched using a number of resources. 		
Colour schemes that are consistent with the period of the
building will enhance its character and the surrounding
area.

P2.

The dominant use of bright corporate colours on building
facades is generally not consistent with maintaining 		
heritage character and the significance of a heritage item or
conservation area. Well placed and proportioned 		
signage can provide clear information needed for street
presence of a business.

Verandahs
One of the common mistakes made when restoring verandahs is
to replace the balustrade with one that may be too ornate for the
original style of the house or making assumptions about the original
appearance. It is wise to research and investigate the early form and
appearance of your house before proceeding.
Maintenance principles
P1.

Original verandah elements should be repaired rather than
replacing where possible.

P2.

If replacement is needed this should be using materials,
profiles and sizes to match the original. Do not add 		
decorative finishes or materials that are not consistent with
the original style and construction.

P3.

Deteriorated timber verandah decking is replaced with new
timber of the same profile, finish and installation detail as
the original.

Heritage guidelines

How do I know if my work is minor or maintenance?

The following Guidelines prepared by the Heritage Branch provide
useful information carrying out works in association with a heritage
item or within a conservation area.

1

Check Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works;

2

Review the Minor and Maintenance Principles in this fact
sheet;

The following is a relevant selection of the many Guidelines available
through the Heritage Branch website.

3

Check with Council.

Altering Heritage Assets
How to Prepare Archival Records

What do I do if my work is maintenance and doesn’t need
Council approval?

Conserving Heritage Signs

Proceed with the work.

Design in Context – Infill development in the historic context
How to Carry Out Work on Heritage Buildings and Sites
Principles of Conservation Work on Heritage Places
Maintenance series
The Heritage Branch has prepared a series of documents, called the
Maintenance Series, to guide maintenance of heritage items. These
can be found on the Heritage Branch website at:

Preparing a Maintenance Plan
Inspection Schedule
Documenting Maintenance and Repair work
Temporary Access
Rising Damp
Metalwork
Corrugated roofing
Slating, tiling and roof plumbing
Wood Preservation
Timber Repairs
Repair of Tongue and groove Floorboards
Paint finishes
Fire and Heritage
Heritage Gardens and Grounds
A Minor Works and Maintenance Request” form is available
on the Tweed Shire Council website under Quick Links Council Forms.

What do I do if my work is maintenance or minor work
but needs the written authority from Council?
Complete the request form which may be downloaded at
http://www.tweed.nsw.gov.au/Forms under “Request for Maintenance
and/or Minor Works Affecting Heritage Items or Conservation Areas”
There is no fee for this request.
Council will process this form and send you written notification of its
decision.

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works
The following table is included to assist property owners understand
the type and scope of work that may be considered minor.
Some works may be undertaken as “exempt” under the Code SEPP,
however, if not all standard requirements can be met then a Minor
Works and Maintenance Request may be made. Similarly if a Minor
Works and Maintenance Request is not authorised a development
application will be required.

Note: Inclusion of works within this table does not automatically mean
no consent is required, rather it is provided as a guide. What 		
may be considered minor development to one heritage item may not
be always minor to another due to the significance of the item 		
and scale of the works.
Applicants are advised to discuss their proposal with Council’s (or
alternate officer) prior to lodging a Minor Works and Maintenance
Request.
Failure to make an application and/or failure to undertake the works in
accordance with Council’s written authorisation may amount to work
without consent, and may necessitate any of the following: demolition,
rectification, penalty infringement notice and/or require an application
for development approval.





Aerials / antennae / communication dishes – see
utilities
Air conditioning





Asbestos - removing asbestos based materials
Awning, blind or canopy - Installation / erection
Balcony, deck, patio, pergola, terrace or verandah –
repair using original materials, style and not altering
size (Repair)
Balcony, deck, patio, pergola, terrace or verandah construction / Installation (New)
Balcony, deck, patio, pergola, terrace or verandah –
enclosure of the space (Enclosing)
Brickwork - repair, replacement or repainting of
damaged pointing, tuck pointing or roughcast
rendering in like materials / styles
Cabana, cubby house, fernery, garden shed, gazebo or
greenhouse - construction / Installation
Carport - Construction / Installation
Ceilings and walls - repairing existing without altering
materials or location
Ceilings and walls - altering / removing / replacing
original ceilings and walls with different materials
Chimneys - repair or repointing of chimneys in like
materials / styles
Chimneys - alter, close over or remove
Cladding - repair of external cladding in using original
materials / styles / profiles
Cladding - replacement of external cladding in like
materials / styles / profiles
Cladding of exterior materials in new or different
materials

DA consent required

No approval needed

Access ramps

Minor works request required

Heritage Conservation Areas

DA consent required

Minor works request required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works


























































DA consent required

No approval needed

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

Heritage Conservation Areas

DA consent required

Minor works request required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Minor works request required

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works

Decks - see balcony
Demolition - as permitted under the Code SEPP
Demolition - minor non-contributory elements
Doors and gates - re-hinging doors or gates in like
materials / styles
Doors and windows (external) - repair and paint in
original materials / styles
Doors and windows (external) - replace and paint in
like materials / styles
Doors and windows (external) - replace and paint in
new or different materials / styles
Driveway and hard stand spaces
Earthworks or retaining wall and structural support
Farm buildings and structures - repair and
maintenance in same materials / styles / size (Repair)
Farm buildings and structures - construction /
installation new materials (New)
Fence - residential / rural / business / industrial zones
- repair using original materials / style (Repair)
Fences - residential / rural / business / industrial zones
repair, replacement, restoration or reconstruction of
front fences in like materials / styles (New)
Fence - residential / rural / business / industrial zones
- installation or construction in new /different materials
(new)
Fireplaces - repair or replacement in like materials /
styles (Repair)
Fireplaces - altering / removing / replacing original
fireplaces with different materials (Alter)
Fixtures - replacing of screws and bolts to ensure
fixtures are securely held in place
























































Floors - removing or replacing non-original floor
coverings, built in cupboards or wardrobes
Floors - repairing, sanding, polishing or oiling of floor
boards
Floors - altering / replacing original floors in different
materials / styles
Garbage bin storage enclosure









Guttering and roof plumbing - repair using original
materials / styles (Repair)
Guttering and roof plumbing - repair, replacement or
repainting of damaged guttering in like materials /
styles (Replacement)
Handrails -repair, painting using original material /
styles
Handrails - repair, replacement or repainting of
handrails using like materials / styles
Handrails - replacement using different materials /
styles
Hot water system installation
Installation of a Portable swimming pool / spa/ childresistant barriers
Installation of Skylights, roof windows or ventilators
Internal partitions (business) - install light weight non
permanent partitions
Internal partitions (business) - fixed partitions to walls,
architraves, cornices and the like which can be easily
reversed
Joinery - repair , painting using original materials /
styles















































DA consent required

No approval needed

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

Heritage Conservation Areas

DA consent required

Minor works request required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Minor works request required

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works

Joinery - repair, replacement or repainting of timber
windows, external doors or joinery in like materials /
styles
Joinery - alteration, removal or replacement of original
doors or windows with different materials / styles
Landscaping - replacement or maintenance of gardens
with compatible plants, trees, shrubs and lawns (unless
the tree is a heritage item)
Landscaping - structures replacement (not significant
structures)
Landscaping - removal of original structures (nonSignificant structures)
Letter boxes - repair or replacement of letter boxes























Lighting - removing or replacing non-original internal
light fittings
Lighting repairs - rewiring, replacement of fixtures









Painting - internal painting that does not affect the
significant features and uses the same types of paint
or finish (ie lime wash, oil, varnish, wax as previous)
Painting - repainting external surfaces that are already
painted in the same colours and uses the same types
of paint or finish (ie lime wash, oil, varnish, wax as
previous)
Painting - painting or rendering previously unpainted
surfaces
Painting - removing lead paint









Paths - repair, replacement, restoration or
reconstruction of paths in like materials / styles
Pest control - which does not alter/remove original
materials
Photovoltaic cells

DA consent required

No approval needed

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

Heritage Conservation Areas

DA consent required

Minor works request required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Minor works request required

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works


















Plumbing - repair

DA consent required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

No approval needed

DA consent required

Minor works request required























Screen enclosures (of balconies, decks, patios,
pergolas, terraces and verandahs)
Screens for privacy - construction / installation
Shade structures
















Solar hot water
Steps - repair, replacement or repainting of steps in
like materials / styles
Steps - replacement of steps in new different materials
/ styles
Tennis court - construction / installation
Tiling - repair of existing tiling to balconies, verandahs,
front steps or pathways in original materials / styles /
colours (Repair)

Heritage Conservation Areas



Rainwater tanks
Re-stumping - using materials/ styles that match the
original and same location and not impacting on any
cladding - level is not altered
Re-stumping - using new materials/ styles and/or
altering the position or impacting on the cladding level is not altered
Re-stumping - using new materials/ styles and/or
altering the position or impacting on the cladding and/
or altering the level
Roofing - repair of leaks / roofing using original
materials / styles
Roofing - repair or replacement of roofing in like
materials / styles
Roofing - altering the roof form or materials

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Minor works request required

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works



















Tiling - repair of existing tiling to balconies, verandahs,
front steps or pathways in like materials / styles /
colours (Replacement)
Utilities - utility installation such as gas meters, satellite
dish, antenna, television aerials, meter boxes, water
heaters, water tanks (excluding solar panels) that are
not visible from a public place
Utility rooms - maintaining or upgrading non-original
kitchens, bathrooms or laundry fixtures and fittings
Utility rooms - replacing or upgrading original kitchens,
bathrooms or laundry fixtures and fittings in same
location
Utility rooms - replacing kitchens, bathrooms or
laundry fixtures and fittings in new location
Verandahs - see balcony
Water features and ponds – construction / installation
Walls internal – remove and rebuild a section of wall
which is defective in like materials and same location
Walls – internal remove walls and/or build walls in a
new location
Windows – see also doors
Windows – Replacing broken windows, flyscreens etc
with like styles, scale, materials






























DA consent required

No approval needed

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

Heritage Conservation Areas

DA consent required

Minor works request required

Potential Code SEPP Exempt if not visible
from the street (refer to the SEPP for
development standards)

*Note additional development may be undertaken as
exempt development and/or complying development
under the State Environmental Planning Policy (Exempt
and Complying Development Code)

No approval needed

Type of works or development

Heritage Items

Minor works request required

Table 1 - Guide to Maintenance and Minor Works





